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**ABSTRACT**

Objectives: Taurodontism is a dental anomaly used to describe vertically elongated pulp chamber with apically positioned pulpal floor and absence of the usual constriction at the cementoenamel junction (CEJ). It commonly involved permanent molar teeth especially mandibular molars.

Aim: This study was aimed to investigate the Prevalence of Taurodontism in an Egyptian Population permanent molar teeth.

Study Design: 1560 patients, from age between 18 to 40 years old were examined by panoramic radiographs for the existence of taurodontism

Results: Taurodontism was found in 9 patients with a Prevalence of 0.6% and 0.38 % of which were males and 0.12 % females. Taurodontism was significantly more common in mandible than in maxilla.

Conclusion: Taurodontism in the Egyptian population is relatively uncommon phenomena.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The term taurodontism firstly applied to describe the tooth with large, elongated pulp chamber in-combination with short roots and root canals (1). Taurodontism is a morphological anomaly and/or developmental disturbance of a tooth that characterized by; absence of the usual cementoenamel junction (CEJ) constriction (1,2). In spite of normal crown size, the pulp chamber floor and furcation area are positioned more apically than normal, and roots of the teeth and their canals become shorter in length (1,2).

Numerous theories tray to explain the etiology of taurodontism. Some authors claimed that; it is due to genetic factors or mutations (3-5). Other authors postulated that; epithelial root sheath of Hertwig’s diaphragm failure to in-folding the proper horizontal level during root formation (6), but the definite
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cause is still unclear. However; taurodontism has been reported with several genetic disorders and syndromes, for example; Amylogenesis imperfecta, Ectodermal dysplasia and Down’s syndrome (7,8).

Taurodontism can affect all teeth; often involve the permanent dentition more than deciduous one (9-11). It is commonly affect mandibular permanent molars (2), and it may be unilateral or bilateral (12).

Taurodontism can be classified according to the degree of apical displacement of the pulpal floor into mild, moderate and severe (13,14). Neville et al. also claimed that; The degree of taurodontism increases from the first to the third molar (15).

Clinically, taurodontic teeth cannot be recognized and appears as normal teeth, with normal crown size (12). So, diagnosis of taurodontism is usually done by the help of radiographs (15), especially with advanced radiographic devices as cone beam computed tomography, which more effective for diagnosis and treatment of taurodontic teeth, because their roots can be separately visualized (16).

Endodontics treatment and its related surgical procedures changed in case of taurodontic-tooth rather than normal one, due to the changed structure, shape and size of the taurodontic-tooth (17-19).

The present study aimed to assess the commonness of taurodontism of permanent molars in an Egyptian population using panoramic radiograph examination.

METHODS:

The data collection will be obtained from the data base available at Oral & Maxillofacial Radiology department at faculty of Dentistry Beni Suef university and Al-Azhar university.

The data of 1560 patients between January 2013 to October 2018 were examined using panoramic radiographs, then collected and recorded for this study. The patients age ranged from 18 to 40 years. Any teeth with confused or undetectable furcation area (teeth with fused roots, impacted teeth, teeth with root resorption and fractured teeth) were excluded from this study. Also, any panoramic radiograph with improper defect as; elongation, distortion, overexposed or underexposed were not included in our study.

All radiographs were subsequently reviewed and evaluated using the criteria of Shifman and Chanannel for taurodontism (20).

The collected data were analyzed using SPSS (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA).

RESULTS

This study included of 935 males (59.9%) and 625 females (40.1%) with an age range of 16 to 40 years. Taurodontism was found in panoramic radiograph (Figure 1) in a total of 9 patients with a frequentness of 0.6% of which 6 (0.38%) were males and 3 (0.12%) females. Taurodontism was unilateral in about five cases (3 females and 2 males) with a prevalence of (55.5%), while the bilateral taurodontism was fond in four male cases a prevalence of (44.5%).

There was statistically significant difference (p>0.05) in the distribution between the male and female gender. Only, thirteen molar teeth of the 1560 case that were radiographically investigated showed taurodontism. Taurodonts were significantly (p<0.05) more common in the mandible (77%) than in the maxilla (23%) (Table 1). The mandibular first and second molar (61.6%) were the most commonly involved teeth. Only 3 maxillary molars (23%) and 2 mandibular third molars (15.4%) were involved.
Taurodontism more common in permanent teeth more than deciduous one \((21,22,23)\), and additionally it more common posterior teeth (pre-molars and molars) \((22)\). According to our study; taurodontism more common in male more than female in Egyptian population (Table 1), while other studies in others population (German and Asian), taurodontism was more common in female \((22,24,25)\).

Anterior region is difficult to be diagnosis by using panoramic radiographs because, it may become distorted during the radiographic examination and may introduce false diagnosis of taurodontic tooth \((26,27)\). In this study, only permanent molars were examined (Figure 1).

Taurodontic molar teeth exhibit a great challenge during endodontic treatment and need special handling procedures because the close proximity their orifices and apical displacement of the roots \((1,27,28)\). From an endodontist’s view; the taurodontic molar teeth showing a more complicated root canal treatment than normal one, because their canals were very short with close orifices \((8,27,28)\). The instrumentation of the taurodont tooth was difficult and time consuming, because, only the apical third of the file used during instrumentation \((29)\).

Surgical microscopes and magnifying loupes which used as magnification devices can play a very important role to locate orifices of root canals and evaluate the floor of pulp chamber \((22,30)\). The obturation may be improved by using the thermoplastic gutta-percha in these cases \((22,30,31)\).

**CONCLUSION**

Taurodontism commonness in in the present study was 0.6%. Also, it was familiar in male than female and in mandible than maxilla in Egyptian population. Whatever, the frequentness of taurodontism, it is very important for an endodontist to be aware about taurodontism and its clinical complications.
**Future Suggestions:** Further large scale studies in the general Egyptian population need to be carried out to assess its commonness. Also; family history of other developmental anomalies and genetic disorders should also be considered for involved patients.
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